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Reviewer's report:

On the question of normal tissue contamination, even though it is clear that one can detect mutations in samples with 50% or more contamination, there are some caveats. It is not clear how the sensitivity of detection is affected by the level of the mutation. Particularly given the manual aspects of the checking process, the sensitivity can change from lab to lab and operator to another. I wish it would be possible to quantitate better the statement “from our experience one can detect mutations as low as 30-50%”. So how well is that done using the same process and manual checking procedure as done in this manuscript (from example using spiking experiments). I think this is particularly relevant since the paper rests on the negative result that no mutations were found. At a minimum, I think the authors should add a bit more details on the % cellularity of tumors to provide a loose measure of the confidence in the sequencing results. For example they can point to the percentage of tumors with (for example) >80% and 50% cellularity to indicate the percentage of tumors with high and medium level confidence.

I believe this is a minor change that the authors can do on their own.
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